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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this 'document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California. nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibilitY for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product1 or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 

Uhiversity of California. 
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We have constructed a novel beam-profile system for use in a 

beam experiment at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (see Fig. ). 

The system displays single-particle spark-chamber events on the face 

of a storage oscilloscope, accumulating the events to give a beam profile 

at the plane where the spark chamber is placed. This allows the experi-

menter to find easily the exact position and focus of his particle beam 

when setting up his experiment. 

When a particle passes through the spark chamber, a trigger 

pulse fires the spark gap (Fig. 2), which puts a high-voltage, 200-nsec 

pulse on the spark chamber (Fig. 3). 

The top conducting surface of the chamber has small copper wires 

in a parallel array 1 mm apart and connected to a common bus on only 

one end. The bottom conducting surface is similarly constructed (see 

Fig. 4), but its wires are oriented at 90 deg to those on the top surface. 

The two faces are - cm apart. The particle-sensing area of the chamber 

is 25.4 cm square. Cloth made of wire in one axis and fiberglass thread 

in the other is used for the chamber faces. This cloth was glued with 

epoxy adhesive to laminated fiberglass sheets for backing, and the 

chamber faces were glued with epoxy cement to plastic spacers. The 

space between the faces is filledwith neon gas. (See Figs. 4 and 5) 

When the chamber is pulsed1 arcs occur in the neon along the 

ionized path left by the particle, and a large current of 2 5 to 50 A flows 

th.rough one wire in the top face, or X axis, and through a wire in •  the 

bottom face, orY axis. This current flows past an iron-cobalt metal 

strip in the X and Y axis, as it flows from the top face common bus to 
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the bottom face common bus. 	The iron-cobalt wires, which are electri- 

cally insulated from the chamber-face wires, connect to magnetostrictive 

sensors.. The current pulse in the chamber-face wires creates a sonic 

pulse in the iron-cobalt wire where the current passes under the magneto.-

strictive wire. This sonic pulse is detected by a magnetostrictive 

sensor, as are the fiducial sonic pulses. 

Reference wires are run under theiron-cobalt wire near the 

first and last copper chamber wire. These wires are pulsed with current 

when the chamber is pulsed, and are used for fiducials to start the coor-

dinate and fiducial scalers, and to stop the fiducial scalers. 

The X .  and Y coordinate and fiducial counters start counting at a 

f 0-MHz rate when the magnetostrictive sensor and pulse center-finder 

circuit detect the first X and Y fiducial sonic pulses, respectively; the 

X and Y coordinate counters stop, on the second X and Y pulses, respec - 

tively; the X and Y.fiducial counters stop on the third pulses, respec..-

tively. 
2 	

If the fiducial counters are not at the right count after the 

third detected pulse, the logic prevents display of the X- and Y-axis 

coordinates. More than one spark, or a chamber misfire, will cause 

the fiducial counters to have an incorrect value, because a second spark 

functions in the same way as the second fiducial pulse. 

The X and Y counters .feed a digital-to-analog-converter resistor 

ladder, and display lights. The X and Y digital-to-analog-converter 

outputs go to the X and Y storage-oscilloscope deflection amplifiers, 

respectively, and when the fiducial counts are correct after the spark 

chamber is fired, the oscilloscope intensity input is pusled, storing the 
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spot on the oscilloscope face in direc,t relationship to the X and Y p0-

sition ofthe particle path (see Fig. 5). The counter display lights are 

an aid to the operator.  

The cables from the main control rackare long enough to allow 

the beam-profile spark chamber to be placed 15 meters from the control 

electronics. 
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FIGURE:LEGENDs 

Fig. I. Beam profile control electronic rack, with thpark chamber 

and magnetostrictive sensors shown on the top of a stand at the 

right, and the spark gap shownon the bottom shelf of the stand. 

Fig. 2. Spark gap and capacito.r box for high-voltage-pulse distribution, 

• 	 Fig. 3. Spark chamber with magnetostrictive sensors. 

Fig. 4 Spark chamber and magnetostrictive sensor diagram. 

Fig. 5 Beam profile system block diagram. 
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Fig. 2 
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Fig. 3 
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